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OPINION
Principle or Process?
OUD PEOPLE WILL be in the Quiet Dorm. Rela-
I tively inactive students will be in the Praxis Dorm.
Freshman may be in High Rise. And seniors will be in the
"eight man". How did this all come to be? A good question
without a simple answer,
The main topic on the minds of three quarters of
Trinity students last week was housing — with good rea-
son. The annual housing lottery, which endures scrutiny
year after year, took place last Wednesday and Thursday.
The scene was the traditional one of controlled chaos, but
this year, some say, was different. Most students attrib-
uted their address-seeking trauma to the emergence of
various new program dorms.
While many students oppose the idea of special
program dorms, focus should be turned to the process,
rather than the principle. The presence of program dorms
does not necessitate cheating the general student body out
of decent housing. The way those dorms are filled, how-
ever, can have this effect.
The notion that 90 people were going to eagerly
sign up for the Science Dorm was lofty. To suppose that
another 95 would flock to the Quiet Dorm was fanciful. But
wait! People did leap at the opportunity to join these select
housing programs — for the wrong reasons.
The resulting situation will have sophomores who
took advantage of the system moving from Jarvis to the
choice quads in Funston and play-it-by the rules juniors
getting stuck in Frohman-Robb for a second consecutive
y. - . .D B ^ahlama HIP rpgjripnfs2.No, they^AaOQAPJb^
m the jjiuccss and cctpitciiiz,cii.
An unfortunate side effect off the housing scramble
are the phone calls that are being answered at ORL from
irate parents. Why should Mom and Dad spend their
valuable time cussing at the office workers? If their chil-
dren only knew. , .
R.Z.
Thank You
For Great
Coverage
To the Editor:
I would like to express grati-
tude to Mahlon Stewart for his coverage
of the arts. I would especially like to
thank him for publishing a series of
reviews written by the "Looking at Per-
formance" class. He has been an ardent
supporter of our efforts and a most
understanding editor.
Sincerely,
Katharine Power
On Hunger
To the Editor:
Hunger is not only a problem
in foreign countries. Hunger is a domes-
tic problem as well, In fact, most stu-
dents at Trinity are unaware that many
members of our Hartford community
are starving at this very moment.
Psi Upsilon fraternity would
like to thank those student organiza-
tions which participated in "Hartford's
Walk for Hunger" on May 5th. The cause
for which we walked was even more
beautiful than the weather this past
weekend.
Sincerely,
The Members of Psi Upsilon
The Trinity Tripod.
This issue of the Trinity
Tripod marks the last is-
sue of this term. The Tri-
pod's first issue of the fall
term will appear Septem-
ber!0,1991.
It's been a pleasure serv-
ing you.
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The Tripod recently held elections for the forthcoming term. The results are:
Editor-in-chief: Rick Zednik
Managing Editor: Jay Akasie
Announcements Editor: Tom Zaharevich
Arts Editor: Samreen Malik
Contributing Editor: Brendan Mardukey
Features Editor: Ran Barton III
News Editors: Nicole Moretti, Jane Reynolds
Opinion Editor: Erika Heise
Sports Editors: Peter Friedman, Tim Richman
Senior Editor: Patrick Keane
World and Nation Editors: Dan Scanlan, Jonathan Heuser
Director of Finance, Advertising: David Gerber, Kirsten Kowalski
Director of Photography: Cynthia Kron
'Please note: Letters to the Tripod should
following Tuesday ~
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Housing Lottery Causes Student Distress
I I R"V T A NTC7 TO T - I \ / X T / " \ T T-^nD BY JANE REYNOLDS
Opinion Editor
Each year the housing lottery
can be a distressing process, but this year
it seemed to cause more than the usual
amount of anguish. Rumors are flying
about a huge waiting list, and many
students have complained about the
rooms they were able to procure at the
lottery.
Most students cite the new
program dorms as the root of the per-
ceived problem. There have also been
changes in the location of the Quiet Dorm
and one of the Freshman Dorms.
Director of Residential Services
Kristina Dow noted that it is too early to
make comparisons to last year's lottery,
and that "to see stacks of waiting list
cards is not shocking."
"There certainly are not a thou-
sand students on the waiting list, and we
could be looking at fairly standard
numbers." Office of Residential Life
staffers planned to work throughout the
weekend to compute the numbers.
"Students always panic imme-
diately after the lottery," said Ms. Dow.
"What is needed is a calm cool and col-
lected assessment of the aftermath."
One disgruntled student, Kara
Naiman '93, noted that "L along with
many others on this campus, am abso-
lutely infuriated because seniors will be
living in junior housing, juniors will be
living in sophomore housing, sopho-
jessmur mi • — • mum MIIIUJII. futgnn.'^V
Students searching tor rooms at the housing lottery LISA DENNY
mores don't have housing, and fresh-
men and special interest groups will be
in senior housing."
In response to students who
feel that too many changes were made at
once, Ms. Dow said that the changes
actually "happened in bits and pieces
over the past few months." Ms. Dow
admits, however, that "the sum total is a
bit disconcerting."
"If you look at the pieces, I don't
know if you can say any piece should be
denied." said Ms. Dow. "There was
student initiative to do something to
solve problems, and that made sense."
Ms. Dow noted that "a great
deal of thought went into designating
real estate for program groups." "We
had requests for Cook, Goodwin,
Woodward, and Vernon Street. There's
no need to give up that prime real estate.
We have to balance the needs of the
program group versus the needs of the
campus at large."
She noted that it made sense to
change the Quiet Dorm from Jackson to
Funston because there was a desire to
not have freshmen in the Quiet Dorm,
and Funston is carpeted,
"Then when the science chairs
said they wanted a Science Dorm to
encourage those students interested in
science, they specified Jackson in order
to create a true Science Quad. That made
sense," said Ms. Dow.
It made sense to designate
Boardwalk as the Music Dorm because
phase turn to page 4
Tttfl Stonecarving Dedicated at Chapel
DBYJAYAKASIE .
News Editor
Exactly one year after retiring as
Chaplain, the Rev. Dr. Alan C. tull re-
turned to the College last Saturday after-
noon to unveil the newest stonecarving
in the Chapel. The sculpture, given by
his friends, commemorates Dr. Tull's
twenty-five year tenure as Chaplain of
the College. .
"I'm glad I could leave behind this
persona - which is Latin for mask," joked
Dr. Tull to the gathering of friends in the
Chapel. The stonecarving is a likeness of
the former Chaplain's face, accompa-
nied by a stack of Greek books and his
cat, Orfeo.
"But I'm more grateful," he added,
"for taking the friendships of these
people with me."
The concept of' the design was
brought together from the ideas of Chris-
topher D. H. Row '91, Director of Chapel
Music John Rose, Classics Professor John
C. Williams, and sculptor John Zito, Jr.
Mr. Zito started the carving at the
beginning of April, and finished the task
in just over a month. It is located to the
left of the tower door leading to the
south cloister of the Chapel. Mr. Zito
also carved the double head on Seabury
Hall commemorating coeducation at
Trinity.
"I don't know how it is possible to
capture the twinkling of an eye in stone,
but [John Zito] did it," said one onlooker.
Christopher Row was pleased with
the location of the carving. "The east
wall of the Chapel tower was conceived
by the architect, Philip Hubert Frohman,
as the 'pro ecclessia' wall. The south
wall of the tower was conceived as the
'pro patria' wall. It is only fitting, there-
fore, that the contributions of the Rev.
President Remsen Brinckerhoff Ogilby
and Chaplain Alan Condie Tull should
be immortalized through the stone of
the east tower wall," he said.
"The idea of a carving which would
be a permanent addition to the fabric of
the Chapel," Mr. Row continued,
"seemed to be the most fitting tribute to
Chaplain Tull's twenty-five year role as
unofficial curator of the Trinity College
Chapel."
"Chaplain Tull, on more than one
occasion, saved the Chapel from ignoble
alterations and 'improvements'," he said.
The carving was funded through the
private donations of the Rev. Canon
Tull's friends and colleagues. The cost of
the project has not been disclosed.
Dr. Tull is currently the rector of St.
Mary'sEpiscopalChurch in Provo,Utah.
He also teaches at Brigham Young Uni-
versity. SH Former Chaplain
new stonecarving.
JAY AKASIE
Bathroom Graffiti Sparks Controversy
Q BY RICK ZEDNIK
Managing Editor
War has been declared at Trin-
ity College. If you haven't heard, it is
probably because you have not paid a
visit to the stalls of the women's bath-
rooms on the second or third floors of
the library in the past week.
The following graffiti was
sighted there as early as Saturday, April
27:
"Which is a worse crime at Trinity
College? Rape or plagiarism? A: Plagia-
rism - you get expelled. Rape -1 year
suspension. Get mad. Get a pen. It's
graffiti war!!"
In another stall was this:
"Who are the rapists on campus? All
women should know!! Beware and fight
back. Stop the silence."
Additional writing that ap-
peared after the original message has
made the graffiti exceptionally sensitive.
It includes names of Trinity men and
alludes to specific situations of sexual
abuse from Trinity's recent history.
Periphery messages included
"Ask questions. Don't forget."
One alternative opinion stated
"I am a woman and I say this is slander."
The reactions of female Trinity
students have been diverse. Some have
been shook up; others unmoved. Junior
Sarah Jo Wayne commented, "It made
me think." She believes, however, the
approach was destructive, and perhaps
vindictive, rather than constructive.
"Come and talk to me, don't write on the
bathroom walls." She added, "I don't
appreciate the writing of names."
Diane Martell, Coordinator of
Trinity's Women's Center, was informed
of the graffiti by the Tripod. She believes
the writing is "indicative of a sense of
frustration" on the partofTrinity women.
She continues, "the Administration says
please turn to page 5
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Retirees andMembers of the Trinity Community
Celebrating 25 Years of Service Honored
D BY JANE REYNOLDS
Opinion Editor
Members of the faculty, admini-
stration, and staff who are retiring this
year or who have been at Trinity for 25
years were honored last Wednesday at a
celebration on the Cave Patio. President
(.iLIOli JllJ (.-•'•I'J the h ' l l . ' l i ' i . - , Hi h IT
whom was given an opportunity to make
their own remarks.
One of the retiring faculty
members was Professor of History Dr.
Philip Bankwitz. Educated at Harvard
University, he came to Trinity in 1954.
President Gerety noted that "in 1979
Professor Bankwitz became just the sec-
ond faculty member in Trinity history to
be awarded a Guggenhein Fellowhip,
the most prestigious grants given to
scholars, scientists and artists in the U .S."
Prof. Bankwitz is the author of two major
books on French history and is currently
at work on a third on the 1930's in France,
Charles S. Nutt Professor of Fine
Arts George Chaplin was also among the
retirees. Prof Chaplin holds an M F A
Memb i Trinity community honored at celebration
Continued from page 3 ^"^
"for years there was the problem of
having no place for bands to practice."
There has also been the prob-
lem of pets in the dorms, which could
be resolved by turning Wiggins into a
Pet Dorm. The proposal is still being
considered, and if it is not passed Wig-
gins will be made available to those on
the wailing list.
OrganizersofthePraxisDorm
requested Doonesbury because it pro-
vides three staff apartments. The or-
ganizers have applied for a federal
grant, and if they receive it a commu-
nity outreach coordinator, a commu-
nity activist, and a community service
professional will be able to live in the
dorm with the students.
The fact that only two floors of
High Rise were available during the
lottery seems to be a sore point for some
students. The first three floors have
been reserved for Students For Equal-
ity and La Voz Latina. Three additional
floors were kept out of the lottery in
case they will be needed to house fresh-
men, leaving two floors open to the rest
of the student body.
"High Rise has historically
• been a problem dormitory. People
urinate in the elevators. People jam the
elevatordoors open. People throw flam-
ing trash out of the windows. The fire
hoses are unfurled and set off," said
Ms. Dow. . • ' • • •
• :. The Office of Residential Life
has experimented with different solu-
tions to the problem. Trying to catch
the perpretfators is quite difficult, and
group billing is "an inappropriate pen-
: alty": according to Ms. Dow,
•..-;•••• .' •/' " W h e r i y o u h a v e a p i e c e of
prime real estate consistently abused
•., do you just sit back and say, 'Oh well,
from Yale University and has taught at
the Yale School of Art and the Silvermine
that's the way it is?' I don't," said Ms.
Dow.
While Ms. Dow was trying to
figure out what to do with the "prime
real estate," she was approached by
student organizations complaining of a
lack of space in Mather. The administra-
tion also asked Ms. Dow if she could
help with these requests.
Ms. Dow's response was to
consider giving different student organi-
zations living space and meeting space
in the lounge of High. Rise. La Voz
Latina and SFE are two groups who
picked up on the offer. When the size of
the freshman class has been determined,
there is a significant possibility that some
of the quads in High Rise will go back to
upperclassmen through the waiting list.
"I don't particularly enjoy
being the buffer between the hue and
cry about the tone of residentiallife
from faculty and the uprising of stu-
dents about loss of certain real estate.
It's not an enviable position to be in. I
would much prefer that I not be put in
the position of being the sole decider on
this kind of stuff," commented Ms. Dow.
"If I could have foreseen this
program group interest, I certainly
would have liked some formal means of
evaluation of these requests beyond just
me," said Ms. Dow. •• :
Ms. Dow suggested the forma-
tion of a Residential Life Advisory
, Committee made up of students, fac-
ulty, and administra tors "if only because
no individual needs to be put in the
position of sorting out so many conflict-
ing demands."
Ms. Dow reiterated that "there
is still a lot to be played out through the
waiting list; the housing lottery is only
stage one." H
1972 and as director of the Studio Arts
program, was responsible for creating
the current curriculum in studio arts.
Also retiring is Charles A. Dana
Professor of the History of Science Robert
Palter. Pres. Gerety noted that "though
his specialties are the history and phi-
losophy of science, many also think of
Bob Palter in connection with the arts."
Prof. Palter graduated from Columbia
University and the University of Chi-
cago. "A colleague describes him as
truly cultured - a Renaissance man," said
Pres. Gerety.
Not in attendance at the event
was Professor of Political Science Rex C.
Neaverson. A native of England, Prof.
Neaverson was educated at Harvard
University. He joined the faculty in 1955
and has been regarded a specialist in
political theory and comparative gov-
ernment.
Two other members of the Trin-
ity community honored at their retire-
ments were Lucy Myshrall and Doreen
Barry. Alumni Office Coordinator Lucy
Myshrall came to Trinity in 1973 and
took on the task of keeping up with
Trinity's 17,000 alumni. Pres. Gerety
noted that "along with Jerry Hansen, she
undoubtedly knows more alumni on a
first-name basis than any other Trinity
individual." Doreen Barry started at
Trinity in 1975 as a security office staff
member, then became the cashier in the
business office.
Dean of Students Dr. David
Winer was honored for his 25 year affili-
ation with Trinity. He joined Trinity as
Assistant Professor of Psychology after
earning degrees from the University of
Vermont and the University of Connecti-
cut. Pres. Gerety praised Dr. Winer as "a
wonderful mentor to students" and said
that "if Trinity had a Mr. Congeniality
Award, he would take home the tro-
phy."
Professor of History and Area
-Studies H.McKirn Steele Jr. also cele-
brated his 25th year at Trinity. He gradu-
ated from Princeton Unversity and Co-
lumbia University, and his major field of
concentration is African history. Prof.
Steele has also accomplished pioneering
work in a new area of historiography
known as planetary history. He cur-
rently chairs the Faculty Committee on
Fraternities and Sororities.
Associate Professor of Religions
please turn to page 5
New SGA Parking
Subcommittee Proposal
• BY RAN BARTON III
Copy Editor
The Student Government Association (SGA) Parking Sub-Committee, headed
by Jonathan Piper '93, is wrapping up this year's work, having taken a wide range
of steps to improve on campus parking. The current project, nearing completion,
involves instituting a system for next year that would allow students with special
permits to park in the Broad/Vernon Lot without paying a registration fee, on the
understanding that Broad/Vernon was the only lot available to them.
Before formally proposing this program, the Parking Committee conducted
a poll in Mather to see if such an idea would appeal to students. Out of 306 surveys
returned, exactly half felt that free parking in the Broad/Vernon lot would be
worth the limitation of only parking there. Piper commented that "since there are
only about 120 spaces, 1 was more than pleased with the results."
Most of those who would take advantage of the offer live on the North
Campus side, but apparently Frohman-Robb residents also were interested in the
offer. "If you have a car on campus, it's the easiest way I know of to save fifty
bucks," said Piper. This plan is still pending approval, but the Committee hopes
that it will go through. "Given approval," Piper said, "we're going to go with this
as it is."
Brian Kelly, Director of Campus Safety, has the final say for the go-ahead, and
Piper is confident that Kelly will give his OK to the project. "Brian Kelly and I have
worked on this a lot together this year, and he has been extremely helpful and
willing to do whatever he can to ease the parking problem," said Piper.
Any plans for a new lot between Funston and the New Academic Building
havebeen shelved. Partly due to cost, this decision also reflects President Gerety's
policy that, once the new gym is completed, there be no new construction as long
as he is president. Another plan being considered is to open half of Summit A Lot
to students, which would open approximately ten spots near Funston. H
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Graffiti in Library Bathroom Causes Controversy
Continued from page 3
to victims, 'come forward,' yet those who
have, have gone through a traumatic
experience."
Associate Dean of Students
Mary Rosenstock first heard of the graf-
fiti on Friday, May 4 and she stated that,
as of May 6, the Dean of Students Office
had no official statement. As for her
personal view, Dean Rosenstock said, "I
can understand the outrage on the part
of women that would prompt them to
[write the graffiti]." She said that the
Dean of Students Office aims to be as fair
New Phi Beta Kappa
Members Inducted
• BY JANE REYNOLDS
Opinion Editor
The newest members of Trinity's Phi Beta Kappa chapter were inducted
on Thursday, May 2. The fifteen electees were inducted at a ceremony held in the
Alumni Lounge, which was followed by the annual Phi Beta Kappa dinner.
Those inducted on Thursday were Zachary M. Abuza, Carol Perrigo Adil,
Kathryn Anne Brennan, Steven Edward Druckman, Catherine McReynolds Ed-
wards, Eric Donovan Gazin, Jennifer Lynn Gura, Linda Leigh Ivey, Jon Robert
Knapp, Lisa Chris tine Leonard, Michelle Marie Lucey, Margaret DuFourMacDonald,
Margaret Elder Montgomery, Kimberly Ann Peters, and Vivienne Olga Ver-
schuren. '
Those elected to Phi Beta Kappa in the fall were Eve Joy Applebaum,
Allison Catherine Carey, Camille Renee Carida, W. Robert Chapman, Margaret
Frances Flynn, Karen S. Grady, Eric Charles Griffith, Steven Brian Jud, David Lee
Molner, Kara Marie Molway, Robert Francis Peltier, Dylan K. Remley, Adil Mo-
hamed Sanaulla, John Andrew Solie, Mark Joseph Tenerowicz, Karen Michelle
Ward, and Elizabeth Ellen Wilner.
Phi Beta Kappa is an honor society dedicated to humane scholarship.
Members are elected from among those students who have achieved highest
general scholastic standing. One more election will be held this year after final
senior grades have been determined.
Trinity's chapter of Phi Beta Kappa, known as the Beta of Connecticut, was
•
as possible when they adjudicate situ-
ations of sexual harrassment as they arise.
Dean Rosenstock made refer-
ence to the appearance of similar graffiti
at Brown University last fall. Of the Trin-
i ty scribes, she hypothesized, "the women
are politically aware and know the rami-
fications" of their actions.
Women at Brown wrote the
names of alleged campus rapists on the
walls of the women's bathroom in the
library. The university administration
cleaned off the writings. The prose soon
reappeared and was removed again.
After it reappeared again, a University-
wide forum was held , but no discipli-
nary action was taken against either the
graffiti authors or the named perpetra-
tors as a result.
With regards to the public dis-
play of names, Ms. Martell explained, "I
have mixed feelings. I think women al-
ready share this information informally,
but on the other hand, everyone is inno-
cent until proven guilty. Everyone has
rights."
What message does Ms. Martell
have for the graffiti authors? "I under-
stand their desire to inform, but I encour-
age them to think of other forms of ex-
pression." She also stressed that what is
important is "not just the names of the
people they've heard about." She ex-
pressed her belief that "more general
education would be more fruitful and
positive for the campus."
And to those women who read
the material? "I hope they take it seri-
ously. They might want to think about
writers, Ms. Martell emphasized, "I
highly doubt it's the victims [of campus
assault], because they've been subject to
enough gossip." to
Retirees
Honored...
Continued from page 4
John Gettier came to Trinity in 1966. He
holds degrees from Wesleyan Univer-
sity, Yale Divinity School, and Union
Theological Seminary. He specializes in
Old Testament and ancient Near Eastern
studies. Prof. Gettier has served as Sec-
retary of the Faculty and is Chairman of
the Religion Department for the second
time.
Director of Educational Serv-
ices Robbins Winslow has also been at
Trinity for 25 years. A member of
Trinity's Class of 1957, Mr. Winslow also
graduated from the Episcopal Theologi-
cal School. He came back to Trinity as an
Assistant Director of Development, and
held various administrative positions
before assuming his current post.
Director of Facilities Planning
and Management John Wooley, Direc-
tor of Construction Elwood P. Harrison,
and Groundskeeper Gilberto Garcia
were also honored for 25 years of service
Ui UieTilulvy UMimiuuHy. m auerv-
Kappa chapter in the United States. As for the identity of the ghost and Lee McCallum.
TRINITY COLLEGE SPECIAL: 2 BURGERS AND 2 SMALL FRIES FOR ONLY $2.00t •
5/7 GMR Apple now
you can afford to dream
in color
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Place. Formerly arrested
on charges of prostitu-
tion, it was determined
thatMs. Rivera had been
strangled.
Butlifewasn'tallbad
news. The Trinity Ice
Hockey team, rinkless,
first downed Roger
Williams 2-0 in the
ECAC semifinal, then
beatECAC North cham-
pion Framingham State
in sudden death.over-
time 4-3, to clinch the
t was, for all intents and purposes, a term of Eastern college Athletic
'
 A
 Conference Division III
awareness. We were all aware. Aware of the war. Aware
of sexual assault on campus. Aware that our surroundings
are less secure than our interior buildings. Aware that fraterni-
ties and sororities face an uncertain mlu'c
By the time we had returned from
Christmas break, war neared inevitabil-
ity. The night of our return, President
Gerety led a silent candlelight vigil. The
Progressive Studen t Alliance had erected
a "wall" outside Mather which bore the
message "We, the undersigned, oppose
war as a solution to Persian Gulf Crisis."
Over three hundred signed. Marine
Reservist Cam Biller had already left for
Saudi Arabia.
A week later, the United States had
launched its first aerial attack. Trinity
turned its eyes to television. Patriots.
Human shields. Oil fires. Chemical
weapons. Scuds. The Progressive Stu-
dent Alliance, with funding from the
Student Government Association, spon-
sored a "Gulf-War Teach-in." As well,
nearly fifty faculty members pledged
-'•" ~" SUSSIOfr
week devoted to the
discussion of the Per-
sian Gulf war.
The Rome Cam-
piis was closed, in
anticiption of further
terrorism. An "Open
Forum on the Persian
Gulf came to unex-
pectedly early close
when the announce-
ment was made that-
Tel Aviv had been
bombed by Iraqi
missiles. Earlier that
week, three students hi ii boi i1 tincsU J m H.ur.oiJ loi a\ ii Jiau
ing the war.
Amidst all the wai-tniii:.in\ii_'\ thpTiu-.tet> i h UILV1 lv ,\l '"'d[ kivppi' ^
made an important decision concerning religious prescence on campus. The Trus-.
tees decided against the request of some faculty to eliminate prayer on campus, and
the religious tradition at Trinity was reaffirmed.
At the same time, the New Academic Building became available for student use,
with all of the equipment for the Computer Resource Center housed in the flat-faced
brick structure. And the World and Nation staff of the Tripod conducted a student
poll on the Gulf War that included this question: "To date, do you agree with
President Bush's handling of the Iraq-Kuwait dispute?" 61% of the student body
replied "yes." .
By March 5 it had been announced that Follett's, Inc. would surrender its leasing
rights of the Trinity College Bookstore to the Barnes and Noble company. The latter
company assumed direction of the bookstore April 1.
The Trustees moved to examine the position of women at the College as it passed
a resolution designed to as- J*<BBtJ™aM"J"" "'1Jt >*J*
sess the condition of coeduca-
tion. A resolution passed at an
early winter Board meeting
stated that the Board'Vishes
the institution to adopt as a
primary objective the im- •
provement of all aspects of the '
lives of Trinity women."
But many Trinity women
had already taken things into
their ownhafids. The Women's
Center and the Sexual Assualt Task Force sponsored the second annual "Sexual
; Assault Awareness Week," which included a "Take Back the Night" march. Over a
hundred people did.
: ;.;•. A w e i ^ J f t # r , the body of 19-year old Sandra Rivera was found in the Allen
Ice Hockey champion-
ships.
The Strategic Plan-
ning Committee, which
IH'S VPl l J o Will I 111''1111
(Him i i l c T - i d it u .s -
Mlll tiinTlllllI '111 \ ILI-
f L 'ul ' 1 U Fhe ( om-
'ii_e •» ' i n 'l m i l
i n designated to determine the direction in which the
>Uege should head in the forthcoming decades. The
immittee has as one of its subcommittees a faction on
'•oual life at Trinity. Several open forums on the future of
11
 iternitites and sororities on campus were sponsored
1
 \ the subcommittee. Quite a number of students showed
•P
On Tuesday, April 16, all hell broke loose. 2200
aies of the Trinity Tripod that bore the headline "Man
ot and Killed on Allen Place" were stolen from the
sement of Mather Hall near 7:00 pm. Coincidentally,
! 'ii; admissions office was sponsoring its annual VIP days
!••>•• prospective students of the College. Accusations that
"ranged for the removal of the paper from Mather was
'.vho assumed the Office would not want prospective
troTcYlrh '^neiffTrTe'raln'p^
lh' di nil i [ all such accusations, and
'CIP > • prank. A second printing
\pnl I - '"' • <ity Tripods have not been
found.
Nevertheless, a man
was shot and killed on
Allen Place. A local
restraunt owner was
shot in the neck in be-
hind his house at 126
Allen Place in what po-
lice explained was an
attempted robbery.
Spring Weekend ar-
rived on a sunny, warm
Friday afternoon, and
came to a close on an
'waiHi Sunday a'dvinuun. Juucuhaii tdwards opened the musical portion of
the day, and was followed by the Kingston, Jamaica natives the Wailers. The day was
capped off by the stompin' rock of blind guitarist Jeff Healey.
And so another term of Trinity life had come to a close. A war, two murders, and
a grand heist kept things lively. And at least Northam went to the seniors.
- HUGH ANDERSON
(">: tiot_ h o d
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
EXHIBITS
"From Napoleon to Petrie: The
Development of Egyptology in the 19th
Century," curated by Jeffrey H. Kaimow-
itz, Watkinson Library curator. Watkin-
son Library, A floor, Trinity College
Library. 8:30am to 4:30pm when college
is in session.
"Bird Study and Book Illustra-
tion, 1476-1793." Watkinson Library.
8:30am to 4:30pm.
READINGS
Wednesday, May 8
-Trinity College senior English
majors will read their poetry. 4pm Koep-
pel Student Center, Vernon Street.
MUSIC
Friday, May 10
-"An Evening of Opera", cho-
ruses and overtures performed by the
Trinity College Community Orchestra
and the Trinity College Concert Choir.
Goodwin Theater, Austin Art Center.
8:15pm. Free admission.
GENERAL
Tuesday, May 7
Medical Office Memo: It's
important for young adults to have a
baseline reading of cholestrol and triglyc-
erides. And a check of % body fat helps
determine your general condition.
Screenings for glucose, triglycerides and
body fat, sponsored by the Trinity Col-
lege Medical Office, will be held from
11:30am to 1:30 pm in the Mather Hall
lobby, on Summit Street. Cholesterol
screening, $6 (do not eat or drink any
liquids except water for 12 hours before
the screening), and body fat screening:
$10 (wear clothing that is loose on the
upper arms). For more information about
this event, call (203) 297-2018.
Friday, May 10
Honors Day will be held on
Friday, May 10, at 1:30pm in the Trinity
OollegeChapel. Do come to support your
peers who will be receiving awards.
ECONOMICS: Students plan-
ning to major in economics should sign
up for the major by the first semester of
their junior year. If you do not sign up for
the major by that time, the Department
cannot assure you a space in a senior
seminar, which is a requirement for
graduation. Students who have declared
their major before the end of the first
semester of their junior year will be acco-
modated first; students who declare later
will be accomodated last and possibly
find that all the seminars are filled. So
please, do yourself a favor, declare early.
POSTOFFICEREMINDER:A11
first class mail and magazines will be
forwarded during the summer months
from May 23rd thru August 15th. Any
students who know they will be on
campus during the summer must notify
the Post Office as soon as possible. Mail
will otherwise be automatically for-
warded to everyone as notified. Any
permanent or temporary change of
adress can be given to the Post Office
anytime, verbally or in writing. Thank
you for making this a great year. Good
Luck and congratulations to all graduat-
ing seniors. Have a great summer every-
one!
ATTENTION STUDENTS
INTERESTED IN ARABIC: Self-instruc-
tional classes available for Elementary
and Intermediary Arabic in the fall. Times
and locations to be arranged. If inter-
ested, contact Professor Sonia Lee at
extension 2172.
HELP WANTED for Fall 1991:
Student worker needed to do xeroxing,
simple typing (envelopes), answer tele-
phones, occasionally stuff student mail-
boxes, i.e., general office work for ap-
proximately 9-10 hours per week. Please
call Mrs. Weidlich (ext.2472) if you are
interested in this job for next September.
HERE'S A DEAL THAT'S HARD TO EQUAL.
•m&m,
8
TRINITY COLLEGE SPECIAL: 2 BURGERS AND 2 SMALL FRIES-- $2.00
Please present this coupon before ordering. Limit one
coupon per customer. Not-to be used with other coupon or
offers. Expires 5/31/91. Good only at 914 New Britain Avenue,
Hartford. Void where prohibited by law.
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WORT D AND NATION
M O S E I S L E Y
by Bill Ghent
PC Poll Elicits Reponse
Student Demands To Be
Referred To "Asian-American"
I can't believe it. Why? Why? .
Why? (And I'm not protesting the end of
the semester, folks.) What I am protest-
ing is that Fly So Free lost the Kentucky
Derby. I'm in disbelief. I pour my heart
out only to be laughed at, scorned, and
humiliated. Why did he have to draw
post one, the worst one on the entire
track? Why did Best Pal have to come in
from behind and pass him up, blocking
him from making a last ditch attempt to
catch Strike the Gold? Why did Strike
the Gold, my second choice, have to
have the perfect trip, much like Un-
bridled did last year, on his way to
winning the 117th Run for the Roses?
Aside from my complaining, and, be-
lieve me, I did complain quite heavily
Saturday afternoon, I have deduced the
reason for Fly So Free's defeat in the
D e rby_ General Schwarzkopf was the
Grand Marshall of the Derby parade.
Fly So Free is obviously a Democrat, and
will have a better chance of winning in
Maryland (The Preakness Stakes) and in
New York (The Belmont Stakes) where
his party has a stronger contingency.
I can't believe it. It's the end of
the semester (almost) and I am writing
my last Mos Eisley. I wish I could say that
writing them has always been a grand
for most of you.
Americans have become, if
they weren't originally, the most egotis-
tical, self-centered, and self-righteous
members of the international commu-
nity. I was watching television the other
night and saw an advertisement for
Desert Storm baseball-like cards.
"Surely, no one would buy these," I
thought. Then again, who would make
them? Inserting military weapons into
the youth of America, or into the main-
stream population as a whole, is a ter-
rible concept, dastardly if not insane.
The last thing this country needs is for
its children to say "I'll trade you my M-
16 for you F-14 Tomcat." Absurd. But
there's more. I've also seen Desert Storm
T-shirts; one had a fighter jet, an Ameri-
can flag in the background, and the
infamous words of rapper M.C. Ham-
mer plastered across the front, "U Can't
Touch This." Give me a break. Until we
start basing our pride on something
other than American flags, military
superiority, and rude comments from
people like General Schwarzkopf, the
United States will continue to live in
sorry disillusionment.
Other problems, as usual, ex-
ist, and many can be addressed on this
campus.
• BY MIYUKIK. WATTS
Special io the Tripod
I would just like to express my
dismay and disgust at the response to
the "Test of Political Correctness Poll"
printed in the Tripod's April 23 issue.
The question I'm concerned with is #4-C
where 60% of the men and 38% of the
women use the term "Oriental" as their
preference which define people of Asian
and/or Asian-American descent.
First of all, as a Japanese-Ko-
rean American, I find that term not only
offensive but dehumanizing. "Oriental"
is a euro-centric term that tries to define
a diverse group of people that range
form Russian mongols to the Samoans.
That term does not signify a specific
country, race, or creed. Look on any
map. Is there a country specifically
named "Orient?" Does "Orient" give a
color of a description? No. What "Ori-
ent" means to me (and I would think I
would know something about being
"Oriental" since I've been labelled that
and even bought into that derogatory
No self-definition equals no self identity!
Read Edward Said's Orientalism for a
book-length treatment of this subject.
My response is not just to "white
America." This is in response to all
Americans. Even within the Asian-
American community, the term "Orien-
tal" pops up. Many people in the Asian
community feel that "Oriental" is not an
offensive term and not even an issue, but
they are ignorant and wrong. Don't buy
into what other label you! Stop perpetu-
ating the East's foreign-like qualities, the
exotic-eroticism as defined by the West.
As Asians and Asian-Americans we need
to educate ourselves about our identity.
We have "Oriental" food stores,
Northwest Orient Airlines, the cosmetic
moisturizer "Pearl Cream straight from
the Orient," and Kellogg's Kenmei Rice
Cereal's nutritional secrets from the
Orient. What the hell? Cereal is a West-
ern invention. Do you actually think the
emperors in China's Ming Dynasty were
waking up and saying, "I gotta have my
Pops?" NO!
Anyway, I would like to con-
clude by just saying that "Oriental" is not
"politically correct" nor is it a term that
that you have either praised me for my;
incredible insight and wit or hated me
for my stupidity; no one should fall be-
tween those extremes.
Many of you have asked me
through the semester what Mos Eisley
really means. I can understand your
confusion, especially if you didn't read
my first column of the year way back in
September, So for those of you who
don't know or simply can't remember
and for those of you who don't care (we
have to go to extremes), Mos Eisley is the
name of the spaceport on the planet
Tattooine in the film Star Wars. I talked
last week about my obsessive personal-
ity. Well, my biggest all-time obsession
has been Star Wars, I've lived it since I
was six or seven years old and collected
everything that my parents could afford
to buy me. As part of my allegiancy to
the Star Wars dynasty, I thought it only
appropriate to dedicate my first ever
column in a college newspaper (hints at
possibly another one?) to the George
Lucas masterpiece. I found a remarka-
bly appropriate quotation from Obi-Wan
Kenobi. In the original Star Wars film; he
stands on a mountaintop with Luke, C-
3P0, and R2-D2, overlooking the space-
port, Mos Eisley, and says, "Mos Eisley
Spaceport. Never will you find a more
wretched hive of scum and villainy. We
must be cautious." Being the creative
genius that I am, I identified the wretched
hive of scum and villainy to world and
national politics and warned the Trinity
community to always be cautious. Some
of you didn't heed my warning.
The biggest story of the year
was the Persian Gulf War. It was also the
biggest disappointment. I think that I
am more opposed to the war now than I
ever was for two reasons— the effects it
has had on the Iraqi civilians and the
effects it has had on the American popu-
lation, the latter being the least obvious
M'QoHjf j-\r\]]c IM' cjtioGtionjricr Trinity's
attitude towards homosexuals and bi-
sexuals. When 29% of men and 9% of
women think that being yourself is
immoral, something is definitely wrong.
And when 99% of men and 96% of
women polled claim to be heterosexu-
als, it was evident that quite a few mem-
bers of the Trinity campus are suppress-
ing their inner selves. Diversity on this
campus will begin with attitude change.
Perhaps we will then appear more like a
community, and that word will be
meaningful once again.
We also covered such topics as
racial harmony; only 19% said that race-
relations on this campus were excellent
and harmonious. What's the point in
having the largest minority populations
amongstConnecticut schools, if minori-
ties will not feel welcomed? My favorite
poll was the one we did on political
correctness. Considering that it's the
hottest issue on campuses right now,
Trinity could do more to examine PC's
potentiality and its problematic inte-
rior, instead of denying its existence or
its presence in the decisions we make
when we write a paper or support a new
proposal.
Basically, in between my at-
tacks of President Bush and my hatred
of ignorance, I've been preaching toler-
ance throughout this semester and
hoped that it would be the focal point of
my last column. It seems to me that the
only way we, as students and as indi-
viduals, will move forward is through a
basic acceptance of each other, a prob-
lem which international events have
forced into the spotlight this year. Take
out any pretense of self-superiority and
any urge to brush this request off as
something "liberal and worthless," and
you will realize the importance of this
endeavor. Trinity and America have a
long way to go. Good luck.
term and the ideas that lie behind it) is
exoticism.,.somethingjorj[ojn^^ anything or anyone. I am
an Asian-American, and I demand to be
called by my right name. B
this country...foreign, alien, and an out-
Cast. To me, "Oriental" is similar to the
term "colored" for African-Americans.
BUYBACK I S THE WEEK OF FINAl/S
MAY 1 3 - 2 2
STOP IN AND SEE US
We Are Happy to Buy Your
Used Books Every Day.
Bring Us Your Books:
0 In current edition.
0 In good resalable condition with
covers, pages and binding intact and
without excessive highlighting or
notes written in them.
We Pay You 50% of the Selling Price:
0 When ordered by your professors for
next term.
V When the bookstore is not
overstocked.
0 RK hardcovers and large-format
paperbacks.
0 Por "like new" study guides ind
wotkbooks.
We Pay You Up to 25%:
0 I w pocket-size paperbacks.
We Pay You National Market Value:
0 When not ordered by your professors.
0 When the bookstore is overstocked.
0 When there is national demand for
yourbook.
The best time to sell your used books
is during finals week. Please remember
to bring your student ID with you
when you come in.
Your bookstore...
here to help you.
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WORLD AND NATTON
Jay & Matei "Predict" Events for 1992 and Beyond
• BY I. MATEI PAUN & JAY BARBA
World and Nation Writers
For our last Tripod article of the
year, we decided to speculate as to what
we think will be the big news events of
the next few years. Armed with our wits
and assorted bits of information, we will
each give our own version of what these
next few years might hold in store for the
world.
Jay: I'd be picking a longshot if I
didn't predict George Bush to win the
1992 presidential election, but, of course,
everyone thought UNLV would win the
NCAA championship. But comparing
politics to college basketball is another
article. The big question is not who will
win the '92 election, but who will lose to
Mr. Bush. I think the Democratic candi-
date will be Al Gore. First of all, he is the
senator from Tennessee, and will be
chosen for the sole purpose of carrying
the South. Second, he is a more conser-
vative Democrat, and I think that the
only way the Democrats will beat Bush
is with a moderate. Third, he is on a diet,
having lost 15 pounds, and in today's
television politics that is an important
factor.
The question many people ask
is "What about Cuomo?" Mario Cuomo
is a smart politician, and although I think
he realizes he is probably the only man
who could beat Mr. Bush, he would have
a much easier time running against a
Republican nobody in '96. I think what
he is doing right now in my home state of
New York supports this theory. He is
massively cutting spending in New York,
in a desperate attempt to get rid of New
York's huge deficit. If he is successful, he
could run in "96 saying "Hey, I got rid of
New York's deficit/now let me do it for
the country."
But enough about 1996, the
question is what the big campaign issues
of the 1992 election are going to be. In '88
the issues were the Flag and Willie
Horton, and '92's election probably
won't be much better. Many big cheeses
in the GOP are talking about pushing
the issue of quotas because it "really
moves numbers." This strategy enabled
Jesse Helms to beat Harvey Gant in '90,
and it can do the same for Bush in '92.
But don't get me wrong— I don't think
this election will be a landslide. Al Gore
won't take Mr. Bush's mudslinging sit-
ting down the way Mr. Dukakis did.
Also, he will probably push the Domes-
tic agenda as an issue, since most people
feel Mr. Bush is lacking in that area.
Ultimately, Mr. Bush will use the ex-
cuse that he was distracted from do-
mestic issues by the war, and enough
people will believe that lie to get him
elected.
Of course you never can tell
what will happen. Who knows what
scandals lurk in the closets of the presi-
dential frontrunners. One little skele-
ton could change the election drasti-
cally. The beginning of a new scandal is
already starting. Some evidence has
been unearthed that may implicate
Ronald Reagan in negotiations with the
Iranians to not release the hostages until
after the 1980 election. If this theory
pans out, and Mr. Bush is implicated,
then it could possibly ruin his chances
for re-election. But it's too early to tell.
Matei: Well, I think that for once,
you see it right, Jay. The Republicans
will indeed, win in 1992. But I don't
think it takes and intellectual genius to
come to the same conclusion. Issues
and scandals might come and go, but
. this, time,,! think the result is obvious.
Personally, I feel that the state
of the economy will be of a far greater
importance, especially in-light of what I
see as looming international trade wars.
Also, the reentry of Kuwait into the
world oil market will almost certainly
cause change in oil prices thereby af-
fecting the world economy as a whole.
Jay: Trying to predict what the
most important global events will be is
even harder than predicting the outcome
of the '92 election, but there are seeds of
instability being planted in some places
in the world. One place to look toward is
Israel. Expect a worsening of the Pales-
tinian Problem as Israel starts placing
incoming Jewish immigrants from Rus-
sia into the West Bank. Such encroach-
ment can only incite bloodshed on both
sides. Unless the Bush administration
convinces Israel not to implement such a
policy, this conflict could possibly in-
volve other Arab countries. And for those
of you looking for revolt in Iraq, don't
hold your breath; the latest reports indi-
cate that Saddam Hussein has used the
fight against the revolting Kurds as a na-
tionalizing effort for the rest of his coun-
try.
Another possible hot spot of the
future is Korea. At present. North Korea
has far greater military strength than
South Korea, and the only thing that
would prevent a rout would be heavy
U.S. involvement. It also seems that some
evidence points toward the fact that North
Korea may be developing a nuclear bomb.
But I think the biggest news
event of the entire decade may just be
around the corner. In Eastern Europe,
you have many new independent repub-
lics just freed from the Soviet Union who
are in the delicate process of forming new
governments. The newly unified Ger-
many could be on the brink of depression
with the great number of unemployed
and unskilled East Germans, and reports
of anti-semitism are on the rise in that
country. Most importantly, you have the
President of the Soviet Union grasping
on to his power as rebellious leaders un-
der him battle for position, all as the
country is experiencing a terrible food
shortage. To say that the political climate
in Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union is
volatile is an understatement. George
Bush chose war over diplomacy as a solu-
tion for the Persian Gulf crisis, I just hope
he doesn't use the same solution for the
problems in Eastern Europe and the
Soviet Union.
Matei: Unfortunately, I cannot
agree with you here, Jay. ] grant you
that the Arab/Israeli problem will es-
calate, but if you think about it, things
have been rough in that part of the
world for the last several decades. I
don't see things getting to such a vio-
lent extreme that it would aggravate
the international situation in any big
way. Furthermore, one should remem-
ber that due to the Gulf Crisis, most
Arabstates, especially Egyptand Saudi
Arabia, have been brought closer to
America.
On the other hand, I feel your
points regarding the stability of the So-
viet Union is well taken. Indeed, there
probably will be much inner turmoil;
many independent minded republics
are getting sick and tired of playing
Moscow's bureaucratic game. Though
experts have been predicting Mr.
Gorbachev's doom ever sincehe gained
power, I think he'll probably outlast
Mr. Bush. President Gorbachev is very
coy and pragmatic. Two years ago,
people were predicting that because of
his liberal vision he would be deposed
by the Soviet Union's hard core com-
munist conservatives; now, most feel
that he's betrayed the left and joined
the right. He isafarmore complex man
than most people seem to think and the
next few years will bear witness to that.
Also, I see Germany as a new
player in the international arena, not a
1930's type struggling industrial giant.
Although it is presently undergoing
problems in its unification with East
Germany, I am convinced it will soon
get its house in order and become a far
more formidable adversary that itnow
may be.
And as far as the Korea's are
concerned, I wouldn'tbe too concerned,
just as I wouldn't buy a Hyundai.il
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FEATURES
by Brian Johnson
A SUPPLEMENT TO THE FIRST TEN "STERLING SKETCHES"
I'd like to take a minute to talk about "Sterling Sketches." After doing
it for a year, I have some questions to ask and some comments to make.
Questions first. Did anyone notice it was there besides my friends? I hope
some people read it (or will read it today). Do you like it? Do you hate it?If
you have a minute over the next couple of weeks, I'd love to hear opinions
(Box 1117). If I hear something, maybe I'll finally figure out why I put the
timein.
Comments second. From the feedback I have recieved, I think I can
safely place the readers into four categories:
1. "YOU DO A CARTOON FOR THE TRIPOD? OH. I NEVER READ
THE TRiPOD."
Well, no use speaking to these people -- they're not reading this.
2. "NICE DRAWINGS, BUT I DON'T GET IT."
This group may cover the largest number of you. Either you truly do
not comprehend the parody, or you simply do not find it funny. I have a
surefire way of finding one of you: I ask you three questions. 1) Would you
rather see "Ernest Saves Christmas" than "Monty Python and the Holy
Grail?" 2) Do you think that Bob Saget's jokes on "American Funniest Home
Videos" are more clever than A. Whitney Brown's jokes in "The Big Picture"
on "Saturday Night Live?" 3) Do you enjoy "Family Circus" more than "The
Far Side?" If the answer to any of these questions is "yes," then I know that
"Sterling Sketches" is not for you. ,
IT!"
3."I KNOW EXACTLY WHAT YOU'RE TALKING ABOUT! I LOVE
Thank you. You are the reason I do it.
Due to the cartoon, I feel a responsibility to leave with a line that
confuses most and amuses few: When you're sitting at home in your room
all your life, you have no idea what your house looks like until you walk
outsideand look at it.
Get it? ,
-BRIAN JOHNSON
May 5,1991
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SCRRY! ' I MHO'
NO IDEA I
WA.S IN HERE!
I MUST WWE
BEEN
SLE
HEY OHMAN.THATWASV
SO KIND! WE WOULD HftVE
OFFERED VOU SOME, BUT
WE FINISHED
WHAT A GAME1. V
TUE INVENTOROF
IT WAS A GENIUS!
OH! OH MAN!
I CAN'T STOP
LAUGHING!
COMER;YOURSELF, DAPHNE!
MEAH. BMP m WAIN
AND WE'LL,,.
OWN THING!
GUNS, IVE60TTOGO.
I'VE GOT AN S 'M
TOMORROW,
THR.
(V0UR.E SO CORRECT.
, I GOnA MELLOW
. . -00N! MV STOMKCV ,
HURTS FKOMOUR JOKK!
SERIOUS DISORDER.
THE JESTER HAS LEFT THE COVRTW > D ENENIN6
STERLING.
YtoFrfER RICHARD CORY H H E WAS A GENTLEMAN
VrtHT DOWN TOWN, • FP.OM S a E TO CROWH,
V/E'PEOPLEONTHE W V E - B C U M t FAVORED, AND
MENT UXrtSD AT HIM: • IMPEWAltt SUM-
There's a time forfun.
And atirae farm
i was out of Parnsh and Allans room
ifeita little silly .and I wasn'tfi'jar anything PUT wretwas in their GOOD EVEmMSJTFfj
i [CLARENCE,NOWINS
i I
AND HE WAS ALWAVS ' m%\n STILL HE FLUTTERED mkm HE WAS RICH - its, M I N FINE, WETHOVGHT HE
, QUIETLY ARRAYED, H PULSES WHEN HE SMD, B^WCHER THW A KING - S w A S EVSMlHINO
\m HE WAS ALWAYS H'GOOO MORNING,' AND HE fi^ND A D M I R W SCHOCLEDHTo MAKE US XISHTVIAT
HUMAN WHEN HETAltt&B GLmEREBWttEM HE WAUQW IN EVERY ORACE: . • WE WERE IN HIS PLACE.
i I PERSONAL, Birnou
REMIND hEOF At* v/ONDEB
YOUR
PtEPTIONP^
CHAN6EDI:
PROBABLE DUE TOTHE OPTICAL FOWE
OF TOE'MMSWE ON10H YOU SEE BEWPEYOUL
SO ON WE WORKED, AND | / \ N D WCHMU) CORY. ONE
WAITED FORTHE LIGHT, f CALM SUMMER NI6HT
M B WENT WITHOuTTHEMEATlWFm HOME AND PUTA
'M CURSED THE BREAD, 1 BULLET THROUGH HISHaU
EXCUSE ME. ARE! ! OH 80V.
_
6 ester ewasmtou
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Feinsod's The Lost City of Cibola :
The Spirit of The Zuni, Disturbed
Dworin, Chalfant, Moss and Blu Create Impressive Sensory Experience
D BY LAUREL PORTNOY
Contributing Writer
A dream city of gold, a Zuni In-
dian tribe and an ambitious archeolo-
gist are the essential ingrediants of
Arthur Feinsod's The Lost City of Cibola
which premiered May 2 -5 at the Austin
Arts Center,
Cibola is the story of graduate
Student Hugo Carter's (Jason Slavick
'93) quest to prove the existance of
Cibola, an ancient dream kingdom,
supposedly buried over 400 years ago
by the Zuni Indians. To protect the city
from the gold-hungry Coronado, the
Zunis buried the sacred Cibola, keeping
: its existance a secret for centuries, HC's
ambition takes him not only on a jour-
ney to a Zuni village in New Mexico, but
also to the gates of Cibola itself. In the
process of this personal quest, HC in-
vades and destroyesthe sacred life of
the Zunis.
Feinsod's script creates three
distinct settings: Carter's apartment in
St. Louis, the Zuni village, and the golden
Cibola, connecting them through sym-
bolic action and dialogue. For example,
HC's friend Jill (Missy Kerin '94) rear-
.. ranges furniture .tp prepare the ground
for her dance. At the same rime in Zuni,
the residents prepare the ground for the
ritual ceremony by covering it with bark.
HC's potholders are covered with ashes
when he burns dinner in the first scene;
at the end of the play, he smears his
hands and face with ashes from Cibola.
Also,, two Zuni women (Jennifer Saun-
ders '93, and Mary Ann Brooks '92) whose
voices create dissident sounds of prayer
and chant, later serve as the Cibolan
sisters, voices now echoing in mystic,
sweet chords.
Feinsod 's production relies highly
on sensory detail. The set, designed by
Angus Moss, is a conglomerate of natu-
ral wood structures over a surface of
bark chips. These natural materials,
including unshaven branches that com-
pose the sacred Chalowa hill, emit a
visual "earthiness" as well as an earthy
odor. Even the fumature of HC's apart-
ment is carefully chosen so as not to
distract from the natural colors of the
wood. The score, composed by Trinity
alumnus David Chalfant, provided the
auditory background that effectively
complements the various settings from
sharp drumbeats in the Zuni village, the
mystic underwater sounds of the dream
kingdom, to the modern day beat of St.
Louis. Lighting design by Blu bathed
Zuni in red sunsets and transitioned to a
dimness well suited to the eerie aura of
Cibola.
The performers of Cibola are part
Wednesday, May 8 - Senior Recital
John Cockrell, Tenor, with Tomoyo
Wakamatsu'93, Piano. Featuring Classical works
by: Schumann, Schubert and Bellini. Also Danny's
Dreamworld: A semi-original performance piece
with music by Sonheim, Weill, Bernstein and
others with Alet Oury'92, Soprano.
7:30 pm, Garmany Hall, Austin Arts Center
Friday, May 10.-. Trinity Orchestra and Concert
• C h o i r " : ; . • . . • . • • , ' • ;. . : ; • • ; : , • • ; S " ; > : ' - •:••. "
The First Time Together. AProgramof
Mozart, Verdi, and Copeland.
8:15,Chapel. :
Saturday, May 11 - Senior Recital
Linda Ivey, Soprano, with Gerald Moshell,
Piano. Including Allen Katz, Tenor; Mahlon
Stewart, Tenor; Mary McCormack, Soprano;
Katryna Nields, Alto.
7M, Goodwin Theater, Austin Arts Center.
May 12 - Gospel Choir Concert
7:00 pm,Hamlin Hall
of the Ensemble Performance course
taught by Theater/Dance professor and
choreographer Judy Dworin, whose rit-
ual dances carefully avoided transplant-
ing actual Zuni rituals on to foreign soil.
Although the play was an accomplished
ensemble effort, certain performers
stood apart from the rest, including
newcomer Missy Kerin '94 whose natu-
ral grace and skill in dance matches that
of her extremely human portrayal of Jill.
Also noteworthy was Lisa Gurevich '93
as the shakened Augustias who becomes
HC's angelic voiced guide in Cibola; Sean
Maloney's '92 portrayal of the greedy
and domineering Coronado was charac-
terized by a stalwart stance and intense
action.
Tlie Lost City of Cibola , in all its
vivid sensory detail, intertwines the
spiritual with the mundane. Feinsod
creates an enlightning journey of ritual
and dream, m
Senior Poets
Patrick Bayliss
Patrick Dailey
Mike D'Amato
Chandler Bigelow
Mike Hall
Katri Sampson
Will read their
work
Wednesday,
May 8th
4:00 pm
Koeppel Ctr.
Fennell '94
Directs Miller's
A View From A
Bridge
• BY CLAUDIA CARTAGENES
Contributing Writer
One of the great plays and play-
writers of the twentieth century was
honored at Trinity College this past
weekend. In his directing debut, Tom
Fennell '94 astonished a skeptical audi-
ence with a Jester's presentation of A
View From A Bridge by Arthur Miller.
Upon entering Seabury 19 last
Saturday night, I must admit 1 had my
reservations. With a predominantly
inexperienced freshman cast and crew,
1 was unsure if Mr. Fennell would be
capable of doing justice to such an intri-
cate piece of art as Mr. Miller's writing.
However, I was pleasantly surprised
throughout the whole piece. The techni-
cal aspects such as costumes (Jessica Borst
'94 and Lucy Smith '94), lighting (Sarah
French '93) and choreography (Matthew
Pietrafetta '94) were kept simple and
effective which functioned in re-empha-
sizing the ligitimate talent on stage.
Mattew Pietrafetta '94 skillfully
plays the part of Alferi, an older Italian
lawyer who serves as both narrator and
a type of counselor to the characters as
the conflicts in the story line progress.
His most frequent customer is Eddie
(Adam Murphy '94): who is-undergoing
an intense internal struggle1 with-; the
incestuous love he feels for his niece
Catherine (Lucy Smith '94).
Catherine falls in love with one of
the two Italian immigrant brothers who
Eddie tries to conceal in his home. While
the older brother, Marco (Alex Shapiro
'93), is only trying to save enough money
so that his wife and sickly children can
survive in Italy, Rudolfo (John Pender-
gast '94) is another story. Rudolfo is
younger and bolder. He wants to stay in
America for ever and he wants to marry
Catherine.
Eddie's love overcomes his sense
of honor, and he turns his cousins into
the Immigation Department in a last
effort to keep Catherine himself. The
strugggling emotions depicted by Eddie
and Catherine give the audience this
inevitably doomed situation
The play was quite a success, and
we hope to see more of not only Fen-
nell's directing, but also the wealth of
talent exhibited by the freshman per-
formers. H
Arts Quiz Answer:
The sculptor is Mel Chin, and John Harding was the first to answer
correctly. So, he got a Cave cheeseburger, large fries and a large beverage.
S e c o n d
Prize: goes to
Laura Creasey '92
for guessing what
they are saying to
each other.
"No way.
That's my favorite
Pipes song, too."
-am
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Trinity Crew Teams Going For Gold MY
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varsity has topped, while also beating
Central Florida, Coach Norm Graf has
watched this team get increasingly
stronger on the water as the season has
progressed. CoachGraf notes that "Things
are really coming together for this boat."
Boat members include Lisa Crounse '91,
juniors Phoebe Yager, Gabrielle Lawrence,
and Courtney Disstcm, three sophomores,
including cox Candy Calon and freshmen
Ginny Ross and Emily Waanders round
out this team.
Coached by former Trinity cap-
tain Carolyn Voelkening '90, the nov-
ice women have had an exciting sea-
son, racing a four woman boat as well
as an eight. They head into the Dad
Vail with some great wins and some
disappointing losses under their belt.
They are led by Kate Gschwtnd 94
Marisa Felt '94, Nicole Ray '94, Emily
Perry '94 and a host of other talented
freshmen. The four is made up of cox-
swain Kim Clash '94, Jenn Ventrella '94,
Margaret Pryor '94, Marianna Hyman
'94 and Emelie East '94.
All of these powerful teams have
high hopes going into this weekend, and
will continue the tough training that
they have put in all year in order to
H" l i l / l ' ' l iv i h u p . - . Eg
Women's Crew Warming up on the Connecticut River in preperation for this weekends Regatta in Philadelphia.
The women have enjoyed terriffic success this year, as they always do. The men have not been as strong, but
they are looking for an impressive showing as well.
FAVORITE
HOCKEY
GOONS, AY
BY HUGH ANDERSON
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
I guess I'd. have to say, as tar as
hockey players who are good at beat-
ing other people up go, that my favor-
ite hockey goon is Joe Kocur, who was
traded near the end of the regular NHL
season from the Detroit Red Wings to
the New York Rangers. So far, Mr.
Kocur has broken Terry Karkner's
(Flyers) nose, crushed Brad Dalgarno's
(Islanders) cheekbone, and knocked
out Jim Kyte(then Winnipeg).
But while Joe is a real ace at
actually injuring people in fights, there
are those who show a bit more class in
their pugilism. Troy Mallette (Rang-
ers) is one of this type. So is Basil
McRae (Stars). They usually just go
about their merry ways during a game,
fighting with each other.
But my real favorite goon plays
for the Whalers. That's right, the
Whalers. His name is Jim McKenzie
and he's a goon with, a sense of humor.
And he's beaten up all sorts of people
since being recalled midway through
the season.Mick Vukota among them.
Sergio Momesso was another. Next
season, look for him to beat up Bob
Probert (Detroit) and Troy Crowder
(Devils). McKenzie will be the great-
est
Men's Novice Crew Plays,Pays;13 Suspended
Members Caught Drinking at Party; Out For Rest Of Year
Q BY PETER M. FRIEDMAN
Sports Editor
A mild scandal hit the Trinity
Athletic program last week, as 13 of the
19 members of the men's novice crew
team were suspended for violating team
policy. The suspensions are for the rest
of this season, but it appears that most of
the members will be reinstated next year.
The incident involved flouting the
team's ultra-stringent drinking policy.
The policy, called "dry season", entails a
complete forswearing of alcohol during
the spring season. The season runs from
March 9 through May 11. The violations
occurred a week ago Saturday night at a
Psi Upsilon fraternity party. According
to people on the crew team, numerous
freshman were seen drinking beer, while
others appeared to be under the influ-
ence of alcohol. Varsity members of the
team became upset at this violation of
team rules and reported them to head
coach Steve Fluhr. Mr. Fluhr, who
couldn't be reached for comment,
handed down the penalties the next
day.
The penalties, according to var-
sity women's captain Allison Wielo-
bob '91, are not intended to ruin
anyone's career, but rather to enforce
team policy. The policy is necessary
she said, not only so that everyone can
be in as good physical condition as they
can be, but also so that the team can
keep a good level of trust among them-
selves. "Keeping dry is not an easy
thing to do, but to be good in this sport
you have to'make a serious commit-
ment. Sometimes it can be very hard to
keep that commitment when people
are putting all sorts of peer pressure on
you," said Ms. Wielobob.
Suspended members of the team
acknowledged that they were in viola-
tion of the policy, and that the policy
was well known and had been made
very clear by Coach Fluhr. The policy
has been in effect for seven years now,
and was created by CoachFluhr's prede-
cessor. Mr. Fluhr is in his first year at
Trinity.
There is some speculation that for
some of the men on novice crew this
latest incident may not have been the
first time that these violations occurred.
But most team members agree that the
policy is generally well kept and re-
spected.
For the most part, team members
were contrite about their actions, and
appear grateful for the chance to be al-
lowed back next year. As Ashley
Altschuler '94, one of the men who was
suspended, commented "We were dis-
appointed that we had come so far (in
terms of being dry) and then we just
blew it on a couple of beers." This seems
to be the overall attitude of the team. The
remaining six men still practice; but are
not compering. B
Women's Lacrosse On
Tear As Playoffs Start
Continued from back page
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was caught behind the net, a Bates for-
ward picked up a loose ball and stuffed
it into the Trinity goal. Sydney Brown
gave Trinity the advantage once again as
the speedster circled from behind the
Bates goal and scored while in a pivoting
position. Bates kept the game tight as
they tallied once more before the half to
even the score at four.
In the second half, Trinity
would never trail again. Grace Cragin
scored at the 23:19 mark and .Kelsey
Hubbard '93 tallied minutes later to put
Trinity ahead for good. Both Lexi Rice
and Sarah Hammond netted two more
goals each to give Trinity ten goals to the
six of Bates. In the last two minutes of
the contest, Trinity controlled the ball
and game with ease. The ladies from
Bates were victims of Trinity's strong de-
termination and undying perseverance.
Again, the Trinity defense was steady,
anchored by the nine saves of van der
Does.
There are four ECAC bids
given and Trinity stands behind Middle-
bury,,Conhecticut College, and Smith in
the record standings. Both Trinity and
Bates sport 9-3 records. Should there be
a question who should be given the fourth
bid? After Saturday's performance the
Lady Bantams have earned that spot.
Stay tuned for the Lady Bantam's up-
coming excitement. Their rrfissibn is not
over yet. •
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BY PETER
FRIEDMAN
"Even if everything goes right for
them, the Reds will be lucky to win a
single game." This is what Tim Rich-
man, the assistant and soon to be co-
sports editor, had to say about the 1990
World Series. Little did Tim know that
the Reds were about to embark on a
stunning sweep of the A's. Tim also did
himself proud when he wrote that "In
the finals the San Antonio Spurs...will
not allow Chicago to put the finishing
touches on an otherwise fine season." in
last week's issue of the Tripod . Don't
look now, but the Golden State Warriors
put the Spurs out on the golf course. Not
to be outdone, I have also made some
extremely clairvoyant picks, for example
my article, titled "Surprise, Surprise, It's
Going to be The Runnin' Rebs Again."
contained some pure gems. Aside from
my assurances that UNLV would dance
all the way to the national champion-
ship, I also wrote that Duke would fall
by the wayside in the early rounds of the
NCAA tournament. Oh well.
Why is all of this here ? Well, be-
sides providing you with some ammu-
nition with which to poke fun at Tim and
I, it's just there to show how darn unpre-
dictable sports can be. Granted that Tim
and I are hardly "experts", but allegedly
we do (or should) have some under-
standing of what goes on in the sports
world. One of the wonders of sports is
that (I know you've heard this cliche far
more times than you'd like, but...) any-
one can beat anyone else on a given day.
Or if the underdog can't beat favorite,
they can play them well enough to scare
the daylights out of the favorite.
. . . This is what happened yesterday
when the Bantams took on Bates in la-
crosse. Although the Bants lost 13-12,
Trinity had been given nearly no chance
of winning against the conference lead-
ing and defending champion Bates la-
crosse team. I'm sure that Bates had
something to think about on the ride
home, I think that it would be safe to say
that not a whole lot of people gave our
team much of a chance to even come
close to beating the much better Bates
team, but they did come close.
Don't misinterpret what I'm say-
ing, the superior teams usually do come
out on top, or at least pretty close to it.
Look at the performance of the team
Tim picked to play in the NBA finals; the
Bulls have won all four of their playoff
games by healthy margains. But every
once in a while, someone sneaks up
from the bottom and for a brief moment
makes a big splash. Like the Minnesota
North Stars. I'm grateful that I never
assigned either Tim or myself to write
an N.H.L. playoff preview. I can only
wonder what words I would have used
to describe the chances that the Stars
had of making it out of the first round.
Ridiculous comes to mind as a word
that might have done well. But the
North Stars are now in the semi-finals
playing the Edmonton Oilers. The
Blues and the Blackhawks, teams that
are clearly far superior to the North
Stars are watching them play on T.V., if
they can bear to watch at all.
I guess the unpredictability of
sports is what makes them so appeal-
ing. In terms of today's performance,
yesterday's statistics are meaningless.
They can only provide clues as to what
might happen. They do provide a de-
cent basis upon which to speculate about
potential outcomes, but look at the re-
sults of past Tripod speculations. And
none of those prognostications were
bizarre picks, most of them concurred
with the prevailing attitudes of real
sports authorities.
• Well, my Season Ticket has'ex-;
pired. Something that I'd like to share
with you is my summer sports wish list
in abbreviated form. It actually revolves
around baseball, my goal this summer
is to try, in the brief amount of free time
that I will have, to get to as many base-
ball parks as I can. Tops on my list is
Memorial Stadium in Baltimore, which
is closing at the end of this season.
EditorsNote: I would like to thank
all of the Trinity athletes and coaches
who have made my job both very enjoy-
able and immeasurably easier. H
Women's Crew Has
Shot at National Title
• BY ALLISON WIELOBOB
; The United States Coast Guard
Academy. Mount Holyoke. University
of Massachusetts. Georgetown. Colum-
bia. Temple University. U.S. Naval
Academy. George Washington.
Wesleyan. Conn. College. Williams.
Union.
These are the teams that the Trin-
ity Varsity Women's crew boat have
defeated so far this season. The varsity
crew will face these same teams- minus
Columbia and Mount Holyoke- as they
race for towards a national champion-
ship this weekend at the Dad Vail Re-
gatta in Philadelphia, Pa.
The dedication of this group is
implicit in their race record. They set out
on their winning ways in Georgia over
spring break, winning the Dad Vail
division at the Augusta Invitational
Regatta. They suffered their only set-
Thomforde Spins A. Gem
Continued from back page
ing out of the 'stadium.' Three home tuns provided six of the eight Mules runs,
and, unfortunately, Trinity could counter with only seven of its own. Two runs
were scored by Devanney while DeMaio, Owens, Grant, Brockmire and Rooney
all scored individual runs, Rooney, Owens and Grant also had one RBI, as did
Burke, Defena, and Broderick.
Two days before, Eastern Connecticut hosted the Bantams, In their only
night game of the year, Trinity lost 12-1. A host of pitchers could do nothing to
stop the bats of Eastern and the Bantam bats were not alive that day as Trinity
managed a scant four hits while striking out seven times.
Saturday marked the last home game in the careers of co-captains Rocco
DeMaio and Rob Delena, pitcher-firstbaseman DaveGrant and first baseman Dan
Konstanty '91, All four were integral parts of the Bantam baseball team this year
as each contributed in his own way. Congratulations to all four on a fine career
andevtyone wishes' them the best of luck. Hopefully, the four will get to continue
their season this coming Saturday in the ECAC playoffs. Regardless, the players
and coaches had a fine year and all are to be congratulated, $§j
Softball Takes Early
Exit From Playoffs
• BY MARGARET GOLDEN
Sports Writer
With a season record of 8-4 the
Softball team was able to host the
N.E.S.C.A.C. tournament last Saturday
along with given a bye to play the winner
of the semi-final game between Tufts
and Williams. With splits of double-
headers against both teams the previous
two Saturdays, Trinity would be playing
a team to whom they had lost in sudden
death in the eighth inning and whom
they had come back to beat in the second
game of the double-header. Saturday
would prove to be a competitive day of
S o f t b a l l . . • • ' " • .
Trinity sat back to watch Tufts
defeat Williams 5-2. Two weeks ago, the
Bantams had lost to Tufts3-2 in the first
game and won the second game 4-2, after
which Coach Dick Ellis commented on
the team.
"I am very happy with the prog-
ress of our team because we are a rela-
tively new team. We have beaten every
team we've played," he said. The Ban-
tams defeated Bates, Coast Guard,
Wesleyan, and with the exception of the
split with Williams, lost only to Smith.
Tufts began the final game of the
tournament with two runs in the first
inning. The Bantams were able to follow
with a run, but fell short as they left
people on base over the next few in-
nings. Scoreless ofr the rest of the game,
Trinity played solid defense, but could
not produce at the plate. Julie Roy '93
pitched a strong game, finishing off her
second season with a carrer record of 15-
5. With the 2-1 loss Trinity reached an
overall season record of 8-5.
Coach Ellis commented, "We had
a very good season - much better than
we had expected. I am especially happy
with the fan support we received." U
back of the campaign this past weekend
to Ithaca College running up against a
powerful, blustery head-wind. The
varsity boat has rowed to consecutive
fourth place finishes in the Dad Vail in
1989 and 1990.
This year's; team is led by three
rowers who are in their third season on
the varsity crew, they are co-captain
Allison Wielobob '91, Christine Smith
'91 and Margaret Lowance '91. Joining
them are second-season oarswoman
Heather Smith '92, and Amy Loughlin
'92. Ms. Smith is the teams co-captain.
The new members of the team, Hilary
Deckoff '91, coxswain Serena Lau '93,
Betsy Yahn '93 and Amy Morse '93, are
no strangers to winning.
The Junior Varsity boat has en-
joyed similar successes. They have
bested many of the same teams that
please see page 17
YALE
SUMME
CREDIT
COLLEGE
The opportunity of a lifetime in a summer!
If you are a college undergraduate, an academically
strong high school junior or senior, or a qualified adult,
contact Yale Summer and Special Programs for an appli-
cation or free information.
June 3 - August 9
Organic and Physical Chemistry, Physics
July 1 - August 2
The Five Week Semester including:
Art History, Astronomy, Computer Science,
Drama, Humanities, and Social Sciences
June 17 - August 9
Summer Language Institute
Sciences and Mathematics
Economics
English as a Second Language
Studio Art
YALE UNIVERSITY
Yale Summer and Special
Programs
53 Wall Street, Dept. GN2
P.O. Box 2145
New Haven, CT 06520
Phone: (203) 432-2430
Bantam Bliefs Statistics
In Bantam golfing, the team wound up
the season at 5-2. In the NESCAC championships
the team finished in fifth place, behind Williams,
Middleberry, Hamilton, and Amherst. Captain Dave
Ells '91 finished in third place, shooting a 158, only
one stroke out of second place. For his performance
Mr. Ells was neamed to the All-NESCAC team.
Men's Lacrosse finished off the season at 3-7.
After snapping a three game losing streak against
the University of Hartford, the team lost its last game
against Bowdoin. The Bants nearly pulled off an
upset, against the top ranked opponents, falling 13-
12. John Francini had 159 career points heading into
the Bowdoin game, this figure is the second highest in
Bantam history. Ryan Martin '92 led the team in goals
this season.
The mens1 and womens' track teams finished
fifth and seventh respectively in the NESCAC tourna-
ment last week. For the men George Logan '91 won
an individual championship in the high jump. The
victory made it two years in a row that Mr. Logan has
won this event. For the women, Jackie Kupa '93 and
Debby Gammons '93 both won their respective cate-
gories. Ms. Gammons won the 10 kilometer race in a
time of 38,54.73. Ms. Kupa won the shot put and
finished third in the discus and hammer throws.
The top athletes for the week ending May 7
are Louise van der Does '91 and Jim Thomforde
'93. Mr. Thomforde has now won the award twice
during the current baseball season. The 6'4righthan-
der fired the first no-hitter of the season for the
Bantams, against Bates on Saturday. Mixing a
strong fastball with a good assortment of breaking
pitches and off-speed stuff, Thomforde walked
two and struck out seven in his gem. He also hit
two and an error was made making for the only
baserunners in the game. The win upped his record
to 5-2, while taking the team's mark to 14-9.
Ms. van der Does is the goalie for the women's
lax team. In only her first year playing she has
performed well. This week she was a rock in goal
against stiff competition from Springfield and
Bates.
The Tripod wishes
the Crew Teams Good
Luck at the Dad Vail
Regatta in Philadelphia
this weekend-
women's Lacrosse (9-3)
Stats through April 29,10 games
Name
Cragin
Rice
Jones
Brown
Hammond
Ring
Cook
Cranis
Totals
Name
van der Does
Yr
93
93
94
•91
93
92
91
94
Gp
10
10
10
10
6
10
10
8
10
Shots
77
68
27
33
23
32
26
8
300
Goaltender
Yr
3 91
Women's
Stats
Name
Falcigno
Chiodo
Leonard
Truglio
Golden
Macaro
Strickland
Denicola
Moynagh
Roy
Min
500
GA
87
G
32
28
13
12
11
8
7
3
115
SVS
129
Softball (8-4)
through April
Yr
94
92
91
92
93
93 ,
92
93
93
93
BA
.439
.400
.275
.250
.250
»231
.229
.214
.208
.111
29,12 games
Ab
41
39
40
28
24
26
35
28
24
27
H
.18
14
11
7
6
6
8
6
5
4
A
5
9
7
5
2
2
3
1
41
Sv%
59.7
)
R
14
8
13
6
10
3
9
7
3
3
Tp
37
37
20
17
13
10
10
4
156
RBI
12
10
7
5
3
2
5
8
2
4
Tournament Dates
Varsity Crew, Men & Women
May 1041 Dad Vail Regatta (All Crews)
Women's Varsity Lacrosse
May 11-12 ECAC Tournament
Varsity Baseball
May 10-11 ECAC Tournament
Varsity Track, Women
May 11-12 ECAC at Ithaca (qualifiers only)
Varsity Track, Men
May 11 NEIAAA at Williams (qualifiers only)
College View Specials
Come to the View for Dinner!
Pitchers of Busch are only $3 when you order
a meal between 6 p.m. and 8 p.m.
Monday Night - $3 pitchers of Milwaukee's
Best from 9 p.m. to closing.
Sunday Night - Pitchers of Milwaukee's Best
are only $3 between 9 p.m. and closing.
PORTS
J? WINNING ISN'T EVERYTHING J H E N WHY KEEP SCORER
Thomforde No-Hits Bates; Kfs 7
D BY TIM RICHMAN
Asst. Sports Editor
Facing two must-win games in
order to retain any chance of an ECAC
playoff berth, the Trinity baseball team
played host to Bates College this past
Saturday. In the first game, the Bantams
emerged victorious by a score of 8 - 4. In
the second, Jim Thomforde'93 had "Bates
fooled for the entire game and pitched a
no-hitter, winning 5-0. Mr. Thomforde
also struck out seven batters to leave
many of the fans wondering if he was
NoIanRyan dressed in Bantam pinstripes
instead i i usual Range ;ea:
In the first game of the afternoon,
Dain Trafton '93 started for Trinity but
was removed in the third inning.
Trafton's control was not there as evi-
denced by six walks and three wild
pitches. Despite those control prob-
lems, Trafton left with Trini ty holding a
4 - 3 lead. Dave Grant '91 came in to
quell any Bates rally and then pitched
into the seventh inning to pick pick up
his fifth victory of the year. Co-captain
Rocco DeMaio '91 came in to end any
Bates hopes of a victoiy and got the
save.
Trinity started the game by scor-
inning, both runs with two outs. Jeff De-
vanney '93 started off by looking at four
straight balls. Paul Broderick '93 also
walked on four pitches. Grant knocked in
Devanney with a single and Joe Brockmire
'92 followed Grant with a single of his
own to score Broderick.
Trinity scored two more runs in the
bottom of the second. Tim Rooney '94
began that inning with a walk but was
thrown out at third base on a Jason Mor-
foot '93 base hit. Devanney singled and
then Broderick hit a sacrifice fly to plate
Morfoot. DeMaio singled Devanney
ahead a base and then Jeff Owens '94
kd 1 ' i ^ n Tii iiU l \ 4
Captain KOCCO ue/viaio vi takes HIS cuts against Bates on Saturday. The Bantams
swept the double header, taking the opener 8-4, and game two 5-0.
LISA DENNY
3 lead.
As if by design, the Bantams scored
two more runs in the third inning.
Brockmire singled and then scored on a
double by co-captain Rob Delena '91.
Delena moved up a base on a groundout
and then scored on a sacrifice fly by
Morfoot.
The last two runs for Trinity were
home runs. Dave Grant hit his third of
the season in the fourth inning and Jeff
Owens hit his first in the sixth inning.
In the second game, Thomforde
had Bates scared for the entire game.
Not only was his fastball blazing, he hit
two opposing batsmen. Those, a walk in
the seventh, and an error were the only
blemishes on an otherwise perfect day.
In the bottom of the second in-
ning, Trinity scored the only two runs it
would need in the game. Jeff Owens
started Trinity off with a single and
moved up on a one-out single by Joe
Brockmire. With two outs, Tim Rooney
singled home Owens. Brian Burke '94
then singled to knock in Brockmire.
Three more runs in the fifth com-
pleted the scoring for the day. Jeff De-
vanney drew a walk and moved to sec-
ond on a single by Broderick. DeMaio
reached on an error by the third base-
man, and Devanney scored. Owens
followed that with a two run double
making sure Trinity was going to go
home with two wins on Saturday.
Those wins were needed because
earlier in the week, Trinity lost the two
games it played. Friday, the Bantams
played host to Colby. Lloyd Nemerever
'93 got the starting nod that day from
Coach Bill Decker. Nemerever, how-
ever, was plagued by a strong wind blow-
pleaseseepage-14
Women's Lacrosse Heads For Playoffs
Team Playing At Top Of Their Game as ECAC's Approach
D BY TED O'CONNOR
Sports W riter
With two very impressive vic-
tories over Springfield College and Bates
last week, the Trinity Women's Lacrosse
team ended their regular season with a
9-3 record. With that record they should
not be denied an ECAC playoff appear-
ance. The Lady Bantams have domi-
nated their opponents of late, winning
eight of their last nine contests and
outscoring them 105 to 65. Summariz-
ing their thrilling second half of the sea-
son, Coach Robin Sheppard said,".. .the
ladies have adjusted well to everything.
If they see themselves making mistakes/
they simply correct them, they are all so
determined to win." ~
Last Tuesday, Trinity traveled;
to Springfield and humbled their oppo-
nents with a 12-6 victory. After a quick
Springfield tally only thirty-one seconds
into the game, Sarah Hammond '93 took
control and scored twice, within two
minutes to put Trinity ahead 2-1. At
7:41, Grace Cragin '93 rifled the ball past
the Springfield goairender to give the
Bantams a two goal advantage. The
Bantam lead was not held for too long as
the Springfield attack notched three
unanswered goals to give them a 4-3
lead at the half.
At 23:12 into second half play,
the rejuvenated Lexi Rice '93 evened the
game at four with her first of three goals
on the day. For the next nine minutes
the game stood even until Trinity ex-
ploded with five unanswered goals
from Hammond, Cragin, co-captain
Sydney Brown, and two more by Rice.
At 7:17, Springfield scored to make it 9-
5 but that would be the closest they
would get as Cragin and Hammond
both netted their fourth goals of the
game. Trinity's defense continued its
steady play as seniors Fran Schwarz,
Meg Montgomery, Tinabeth Passaro,
and Stasia Talbot tightly covered the
Springfield attack. In goal, Louise van
der Does '91 was awesome as she
stopped15 Springfield shots. .
:;••": ; : Going into Saturday, the Lady
Bantams knew that they must win
.against Bates in order to compete for a
playoff spot. Bates sported a record of
9-2, one game ahead of Trinity in the
league standings. Playing as if they were
on a mission, the Lady Bantams would
not be denied as they outsmarted and
outplayed the ladies from Bates with a
convincing 10-6 victory.; Down by two
only five minutes into the game, Sarah
Hammond and co-captain Robin Cook
sparked Trinity's scoring as they evened
the game at two. At 15:41, Braxton
Jones '94 fooled the Bales goaltender to
give the Lady Bantams a one goal lead.
Seven minutes later as van der Does
please trim to page 13
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Lexi Rice '91 lead;, the Bantam attack..
